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EDIT ORIAL DE P AR T ME N T NOT E
In this issue of our Bulletin we are presenting to our members a paper
which we believe reflects the growing trend of thought relative to the
position the a ccountant holds with respect to mana gement. Mor e t ha n ev er
before the mana gement of indu stry mu st be gu ided in the formulation of its
policies by complete, a ccu ra te, a nd cu rrent intorma tion rela tive to the opera tion and control of all its functions. It naturally falls to the lot of the
Controller a s the chief accounting officer, the chief "keeper of the records,"
to so devise his records a s to provide the necessa ry information, to so compile
this information tha t it ca n be ea sily and readily used a s needed, a n d to so
interpret the informa tion revealed in the records t o the hea ds of the va riou s
departments tha t ea ch ca n intelligently control the a ctivities of his fu nctiona l
division of the business.
Mr. William Penn Lukens, the au thor of this paper, is a gradua te in
mechanical engineering of Swa rthmore College a nd holds a Ma ster's degree
in Engineering from the University of Illinois. After graduation from
Swa rthmore, he work ed in the research departments of the Cha lmers and
Hu pmobile Motor compa nies, a fterwa rd spending two yea rs a t the University
of Illinois in resea rch work . H e then ha d one yea r in ch a r ge of t he shops
at Swa rthmore College, lea ving tha t to enter Army service. Du ring the wa r
he wa s First Lieu ten a nt in the Air Service, a nd for the latter part of 1918
was stationed at the Ground School of Milita ry Aeronautics, at Urba na,
Illinois. Fo r on e y ea r a ft e r th e wa r he h e ld a Ci vi l Service position in the
Federa l Board for Rehabilitation of Disabled Vetera ns, leaving that to go
with the Willys Export Corpora tion. From the Spring of 1920 to the present
time he has been with Ar th u r Andersen & Company, Certified Public
Accounta nts, as head of the Industrial Engineering Depa rtment.
This pa per wa s delivered before the Milwa u k ee cha pter.
W e have a double portion of excellent material to this issue of our
Bulletin. The second pa per which we a re presenting dea ls with the insta lla tion and operatior of a standa rd cost system in a specialty manu facturing
concern. Many times the installation of sta nda rd costs in a job order
concern is not a ttempted because of the lack of u niformity in the materials
used, nature of operations, a nd time required for operations. In this paper
the author describes very clearly the procedure followed in installing a
standard cost system in a dress manufacturing business. It is usually conside red very dAc u lt to e sta b lish accurate sta nda rds in this type of business
becau se of seasona l fluctu ations, cha nges in styles, wide variety of cloth u sed,
etc. W e consider this paper an excellent addition to our literature on
sta nda rd costs and one which will be read by our members with pleasure
and profit.
Mr. R. H . Rositzke, the author of this paper, received the preparatory
tra ining for his professional ca reer at New York University. H e was for
sonic time with the America n Ca n Compa ny a fter whic h he entered the professional field with J. P. Jordan. For severa l years lie ha s been a member
of the firm of Stevenson, Jorda n & Ha rrison, Management Engineers, and
is n ow a pa r tner in tha t or ga ni za ti on. T h e scop e of his professional work
ha s consisted ma inly of ma rk et ana lyses, production pla nning, a nd the insta lla tion of standa rd cost methods and wa ge incentive pla ns in a wide variety
of industries. T his paper was delivered before our New York cha pter.
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T H E P A RT N E R S HI P BE T W E E N AC C O UN T I N G A N D
MA NA GE ME NT
By Wm. Penn Lukens, Industrial Engineering Dept,
Arthur Andersen & Co., Chicago, Ill.
OME ten years ago, just as a matter of curiosity, I looked up
in a well known American encyclopedia the definition of "accountant," and this is in part what I found: " . . . properly
any one who keeps accounts, until lately applied in the United
States to all bookkeepers; more generally now restricted to the
head bookkeepers; especially, an `expert accountant' is understood
as one not in the employ of any one house, but hiring his services
out to such institutions as either find their accounts in disorder
or wish a legal verification or a guaranteed statement for the
public.. . . The proper and, in the United States, the only business of an accountant is to examine accounts and make out balance
sheets and statements."
Such a definition might have been applicable fifty or even twenty
years ago, but today the status of the accountant is far from that
of a head bookkeeper, and his duties are infinitely broader than
those of merely compiling statements. In the past dozen years in
particular the managements of businesses have found that advice
and aid from an accounting viewpoint may have a high cash value
in the form of taxes saved or refunded, in war contracts liquidated, in reorganizations, financings and recapitalizations effected
advantageously, and in the revisions of records and the securing
of data used for the purposes of controlling current operations.
Each year seems to me to show a broader scope and a greater
utility in the work of accountants. The present day accountant
who is alert will grasp every opportunity to increase the constructive value of all normal work and to seek newer and broader fields
of service to business management.
Broadly speaking, accountants have two classes of activity —
first that of public accounting, and second, that of commercial accounting. Public accounting is to many men a chosen profession,
to be carried on with the utmost of skill and with the highest
of ethics. To others it is in addition a school, in which they at1227
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tain a broad field of experience and capability, and which leads to
opportunities in commercial accounting. But always the accountant must remember that his work is an auxiliary part of business,
is not an end in itself, and that the test of accounting is the way
in which it serves management.
The public accountant has an opportunity for direct service
to management even in so routine a procedure as the annual audit.
The average business executive has but little real conception of
what an audit is. A "balance sheet audit" and a "detailed audit"
are merely technical names to him. Many accountants fail in their
duty by not spending the time, effort and thought necessary to
make sure that the chief executives clearly understand the scope
of work covered, the reasons therefor, and the results accomplished.
In addition to educating management to the real scope and
meaning of audit work, the accountant should take every opportunity to improve the working methods of the company's own
organization. The methods of internal check should be subject
to as close scrutiny as are its results. Weaknesses in internal
check should be discussed with the management at the time of
the audit and all recommendations made a matter of record in
the audit report. Internal check is only one phase to be considered however. The tangible advantages of clean cut accounting
methods as applied to receivables, payables, credits, order procedures, perpetual inventories, etc., should receive equal emphasis.
Personnel reductions effected either through revisions of method
or the use of machines will be reflected in tangible savings. Provision for the summarization and interpretation of operating results through the proper form of executive reports furnishes the
accountant with another opportunity for service.
The service which may be rendered from this somewhat detailed internal viewpoint is only one small sector of the coming
field of the accountant. The accountant may aspire to a field of
business vision which is almost broader than that held by management itself. The possibilities in this direction have been indicated in the recent past in matters of refinancing and reorganization.
In the past quarter century business has been forced into a
new era of operations. The scope of distribution has increased,
the size of businesses has increased, and there have been vertical
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and horizontal integrations of astounding size. Moreover, increasingly greater amounts of capital have been required and have
been provided through the agencies of banks and investment
bankers, involving new financial relationships and obligations.
Questions of funded, paid in and temporary capital and their interrelationships have arisen which were previously unknown.
The accountant has had a large place in the consummation of
these financings. The actual audit work has been only one of
his responsibilities. Representing the banker, he has needed more
than a banking viewpoint, since he has been charged with formulating conclusions as to the operating, merchandising and organization possibilities of the proposed mergers or consolidations.
But no policies, changes or recommendations can be suggested
which are permanently advantageous from the investment banker's
viewpoint unless they are truly beneficial to the business as an
operating organization. The accountant must therefore have a
complete understanding of the viewpoints of both bankers and
management.
He therefore has come to have an advisory relationship with
management which sometimes has been attained independently
of immediate financing and which often extends past the first
contacts made at the time the consolidation was being put across.
His field of consulting relationship may embrace problems involving freights, international credits and exchange, foreign agencies,
branch house control, sales budgets, national advertising, tariffs,
patents, plant location, merchandising policies, operating controls,
etc.
There is also the examination of balance sheets and earnings
statements from the business as distinguished from the theoretical
accounting viewpoint. The total of the inventories is less important than the relationship between inventory and sales, or inventory and receivables, or inventory and fixed assets. The current assets may be important by reason of their make -up rather
than their value; or by reason of their relationship to current liabilities or to bank loans. The ratio of contributive capital to loaned
capital is important. The make -up of net worth is far more vital
than its amount. The trend of earnings is more significant even
than their relation to net worth, which is in turn more important
than their actual amount.
1229
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By preparing supplementary analyses it is sometimes possible
to direct the attention of the management to important characteristics of the business. Thus, the geographical distribution of sales
may have a bearing on the future trend of total sales, while the
distribution by principal customers may indicate a potentially
dangerous condition. The position enjoyed by the company in its
own field of industry and the position of the type of business
with reference to industry as a whole aie also to be considered.
The abilities required for analysis must be supplemented by the
ability to draw conclusions which will be sound and constructive,
requiring also a broad viewpoint fortified by varied experience.
The accountant of today who possesses these qualities will find
that he can scarcely avoid the role of business adviser. Bankers,
on one hand, will seek his outside viewpoint on matters of financing, and management on the other hand will consult him regarding the best interests of the business.
It is in bringing a balanced viewpoint to bear upon the problems
of the undertaking and in assisting management, in matters of
business analysis, that the accountant will have his greatest opportunities for service. The public accountant and the commercial
accountant must both keep pace with the large developments in
business. Their viewpoints must be beyond the mere gathering or
checking of figures. They must understand more than purely the
technique of accounts. The thoroughly trained accountant of the
future must have a sound understanding of the principles of
economics, of finance and of organization, which are the three
fundamental factors underlying any successful business.
Public accounting as a lifetime profession cannot, of course,
care for all of t he men who enter that profession. Some will
qualify as partners; more may qualify as managers; but mane
men will pass through a public accounting experience to find their
real reward in general business. They will become not merely cost
accountants, chief accountants or auditors; they will attain more
and more to the top rungs of the ladder and will be charged with
broader and more diverse responsibilities, because they have had
the training and experience which gives them a true perspective
and understanding of the science of business. Where the public
accountant may be called upon to investigate, analyze and advise,
it is axiomatic that the commercial accountant —the controller1230
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must accept the same scope, viewpoints and responsibilities in the
service of the management.
In any business, information and data must be coordinated,
correlated, assembled, recorded and analyzed — prepared for the
use of management in clearly defined pre - digested form. Upon
the controller devolves the task of building and maintaining the
greater part of this records structure. His judgment in appreciating significant data and in supplying management with comprehensive reports and analyses is a vital necessity. He must be alert
in watching financial conditions, positions and requirements. He
must be prepared to indicate the financial danger spots in contemplated policies of either production or distribution. He must
be the watch dog of the treasury. But more than all else he is,
under present day conditions, the very eyes of the management.
During the past few decades the controller has necessarily
directed his primary attention toward control over the production
function of business. Hand in hand with the development of mass
production and improved processing, lie has provided the necessary records structure to disclose the true results of current accomplishment and to point the way toward further achievement.
The controller's staff has been as necessary to the results obtained in the production field as has the technical man and the
practical operator. It is the controller who has made costs
available and cost analyses possible, who has analyzed financial
requirements and has often budgeted in advance the year's operations. It is the controller who has analyzed expenses in plant and
field, thereby stopping leaks and increasing the effectiveness of
capital employed.
Now the main objective in production has been attained. Industry is organized to produce vast quantities on a basis of high
productive efficiency. The pioneer work of the controller in
this field is completed and the work still remaining is in the nature
of refinement and improvement of existing accounting practices.
Much may yet be done, much that will still further improve efficiency, decrease costs and improve managerial control, but the
bigger problems have shifted to the fields of distribution and of
financial consolidation.
In the production field it should be noted that the very drive
for bulk of production has in itself led to inefficiencies which
1231
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have been obscured by the lessened costs inherent to increased
output, through overhead absorption and improved mechanical
efficiency. Items such as excessive wage rates, excessive plant
investment, raw material wastage and material spoilage still must
be contended with and will be corrected over a period of time.
It is almost absurd, however, to devote time and detailed
effort to reductions of 2 % or 3% in manufacturing costs if the
selling and general administrative costs may with the same effort
be reduced 5% or to%. For example, if an inventory can be
reduced $i,000,000 without detrimental effect to sales or plant operation, a saving of $ioo,000, perhaps equivalent to 4% or 5% on
costs, may be expected. This is a responsibility, in part, of the
controller's office, just as would be the financial savings possible
through prompt discounting of all bills. If jobbers' discounts of
45 17o are being given when the same business can be secured at
a cost of 4o° or even 35 %, the differential saved to the company
will be all net profit.
These are but a few of the general possibilities lying within
the scope of real control over the financial and distribution phases
of business. It is true that many elements of financial control
are already effective. But it is generally recognized that costs of
distribution are excessive in proportion to costs of production.
Whether present bases of distribution must be revised, or whether
it is possible to distribute economically under the present bases,
is a fundamental question of the present day. Undoubtedly when
the effort and attention of management is concentrated on the real
problems of distribution, as it has been in the past on problems
of production, similar progress toward economy and efficiency
will be made.
In this war on distribution inefficiencies the controller must
more than ever be ready to shoulder a substantial share of the
load. The problems of control during development in the production field have been simple compared with the needs in this
newer field. Production operations have ordinarily been central lized— distribution is essentially scattered; production deals primarily with material things— distribution deals largely with psychology and other intangibles; production requires the control of
a single organization — distribution involves whole nations; production is the start — distribution is the finish.
1232
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To see clearly the full scope of the functions and duties of the
office of controller it may be well to consider them as divided
into four distinct classes of work. Each of these classes is highly
important and each one is entirely unlike any other, giving a
range of interest to the work that is not always fully appreciated.
These four classes, or functions, may be presented as follows:
i. The Operating Function covers the responsibility for maintaining all books of account, for proper control over all subsidiary accounting records, and for properly safeguarding the
assets of the company as far as possible through adequate systems of internal check.
2. The Interpretative Function covers the preparation and presentation of reports of financial standing and of operations —
in general and in detail —and the full interpretation of these
reports for the benefit of other department heads or of t h e
general officers of the company.
3. The Constructive Function includes responsibility for the development and improvement of all accounting procedures and
all records procedures which are in any way related to the
accounting work. This will include, of course, such internal
audit procedures as may appear desirable.
4. The fourth function consists of attending to the special work
which, although not definitely accounting, may nevertheless
logically be assigned to the Controller.
Of the operating function very little need be said at this time.
The duties in connection with this function are the most obvious
and the most generally accepted of all those related to any of
the functions, and in most discussions concerning the office of
controller this is the one most generally emphasized and most
discussed in detail.
It may be of interest, however, to pause long enough to point
out that within this function there can be recognized a subsidiary
division of work along three distinctly separate lines —or perhaps
it might be better to say along lines that require in each case a
different approach —a different mental attitude. These three functions of the controller may be summarized as follows:
FIRST —He should be responsible for maintaining the necessary records and accounts to show accurately at all times the cur-
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rent financial condition of the company and the results of its operations in sufficient detail to permit of intelligent analysis.
SECOND —He should be responsible for directing all records
work and records procedures which provide information either
directly or indirectly that will later be incorporated in the books
of account.
THIRD —He should be responsible for the proper functioning
of all check or audit procedures designed to safeguard the company's assets against unauthorized disposition or loss.
Although the operating function obviously requires the greatest
number of man hours of the total time in the controller's department, nevertheless, if his work is properly organized the controller
himself will devote less time to this than to either the interpretive or the constructive functions. The operating work is mostly
routine and can well be delegated to some dependable assistant
or assistants leaving the controller free for the more intangible
problems. This does not mean that the operating function is of
minor importance. On the contrary, it is vital that this work be
under proper control and accurately conducted in order that the
interpretive function may yield results of any value, and likewise,
if the operating function is poorly administered, very little of the
potential value attending any constructive work on procedures can
be realized.
In many organizations, unfortunately, the accounting department is regarded as a necessary evil, an unproductive section that
could be materially reduced in size were it not for certain laws
and regulations, federal, state and local, that make its continuance
necessary. This attitude, where existent, is frequently due to the
fact that the controller is active in the operating function alone
and is neglecting the development of the interpretive function.
It is in the interpretive function that the controller can appear
as the most valuable aid to management; it is to this function that
he should devote as much time as practicably possible; it is this
function that helps to pave the way for constructive action in
every phase of the company's activity; and it is this function
which makes the controller what he should be—the right hand
man of the general manager.
How to proceed in the development of this function is somewhat
difficult to point out, as the conditions in each case will be radically
1234
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different. The principal fact to be recognized, however, is that
all of us have varying degrees of ability in reading the story told
by figures. Just as the man trained along mechanical lines and
accustomed to working among machinery can watch and listen as
a machine operates amiss and then quickly diagnose the trouble,
whereas the man untrained mechanically must study his problem
for a long time and then perhaps fail of solution; so the man
trained with figures can read the story that figures tell more
quickly, more accurately, and more completely than can the man
not so trained. This then is the job of the controller —to read
the story the figures tell —to read it accurately —to read it completely —and then to pass that story on in a clear and understandable form to the man or men most interested and most able to act
upon the problems brought to light.
Sometimes the story disclosed may be one of insufficient working capital, sometimes it may be slow turnovers, sometimes it may
be excessive bad debt losses, sometimes it may be excessive operating expense, or it may be failure in the distribution field. It
may be almost anything —or everything —and back of every story
there is a mass of detail analysis to reach to the very roots of the
trouble and to bring out a logical constructive suggestion for its
correction. Study and analysis of this sort require time, and the
controller must take time for this work. He must have his facts
in detail. He must be able to discuss his case in detail, otherwise
his comments may be discredited or distrusted and the value of
his work lost.
Of all the records, costs and sales statistics probably furnish
the greatest opportunities for detailed interpretive analysis. In
many organizations the opportunities are so broad in these two
directions that the controller would do well to assign a man to
each, exclusively for this work. The cost of their salaries would
probably be returned many times over in the resultant savings
or increased sales volume, provided of course the men assigned
had sufficient vision and intelligence to take advantage of the
opportunities for constructive work that are offered.
The constructive function of the controller's office is less likely
at present to be generally recognized and conceded to the controller than any other —that is, insofar as it extends beyond the
limits of the accounting department itself —but, when one stops
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to consider, it is thoroughly logical that the controller should have
a great deal to say about the development of records and procedures throughout the entire organization.
In the first place, the only common denominator by which all
operations and all activities of the company may be measured and
compared and judged is the dollar. Records that are not under a
very tight control have a notable habit of being inaccurate. Control through the financial aspect of the records, properly tied in
with the general books, ordinarily secures the best accuracy and
the most satisfactory results. This means, logically, that control
over the tie -up with almost all subsidiary statistics should rest
with the controller, and since he should control the tie -up he has
a natural interest in the procedure by which the results are attained.
In the second place, the controller's division is fundamentally
a record - keeping department, whereas production is fundamentally
mechanical or physical and sales is fundamentally psychological
or economic. The controller has a primary interest therefore in
clerical or records work, in mechanical equipment for office work
and in up -to -date methods and procedures in general use. He is
therefore better equipped to map out records procedure than is
the head of any other division.
In the third place, as pointed out previously, the controller is
to be expected to apply his interpretive function to all records
that are in any way related to his books of account. Since he
has this responsibility he certainly should have the authority to
direct the methods of building up this data. It would be obviously
unfair to hold the controller responsible for the entries to his
books and for the interpretation of detail data and yet not permit
him to correct procedures that were leading to inaccuracies or
were in their operation resulting in unnecessary expenditures of
the company's money.
These three points certainly justify delegation to the controller
of all responsibility for the development of records that in any
way pertain to accounting, and, since a centralized control over
form changes and procedure changes is highly desirable, it is
usually advisable that he be consulted with regard to records and
record procedures of all sorts. In controlling the development
phase of the work, the plan of having a committee to pass upon
all changes in printed forms with the controller acting as chair1236
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man has been found to operate very satisfactorily in a number
of instances.
In attacking this problem of records procedure throughout the
organization, the controller should take care that his own house
is placed in order first. There is a very human tendency in most
business organizations to magnify the shortcomings of some other
department and to minimize those of one's own department. First
of all, the chart of accounts should be carefully studied to make
sure that it is properly arranged for the necessary control with
the minimum amount of work, and that it will properly absorb all
desired changes that are contemplated in the various subsidiary
records. After this, and only after this, is it safe to proceed
with the changes affecting other divisions of the organization.
It is in the constructive function combined with the interpretive function that the controller can make his greatest contribution to the forthcoming development in distribution. A great
deal must be done in the handling of data, in the arrangement of
records procedures and in the organization of reports, before the
greatest value can be obtained from the interpretive work. The
constructive work and the interpretive work should go hand in
hand because of the great inter - dependence between the two.
In addition to the operating, interpretive and constructive functions of the office, the controller is almost always called upon to
devote a large part of his time to special problems that continually arise and to certain regular duties that, although not accounting, are primarily records work and naturally associate themselves
with accounting.
Among these regular duties, development and operation of a
budget is probably the most important of all. In almost every
business a budget in some form or other can be used to great advantage as an aid to administration and the tune will soon be
reached when it will be established as universally as the general
ledger. True, its form will vary extensively as different conditions
will demand different set -ups and different angles of approach, but
the principle will be recognized and its existence in some form is
assured. It is customary for general executives to claim that, because their business is "different" it is not susceptible to budget
control. But let me say that the more uniform the characteristics
of a business, the easier it is to budget; while the more irregular
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its characteristics, the greater the need for placing it under budget
control.
If a management has any idea of what the business is doing, or
is trying in any way to direct its progress, or feels that it has any
future or any stability —that business can be budgeted. It is a
controller's function to direct a budget program. It is usually,
under present conditions, his duty to "sell" the management on the
necessity for a budgetary control. The budget is the essence of
business in all of its various phases and uses the vital part of each
of the normal functions of the controller. It is therefore at one
time his best means of establishing control and of making known
his real contribution toward the progress of the business.
It is probable that the great majority of the special duties are
those on the border line between the office of treasurer and the
office of controller, special problems that are continuously coming
up in connection with finances of the company. Many of these
duties that are assumed by the controller are no doubt often properly the duties of the treasurer, but it frequently happens that personnel will play a large part in the division of this work and that
lines of theoretical organization cannot always be strictly drawn.
The primary distinction between the office of treasurer and that of
controller, however, should always be maintained. The treasurer
has charge of the actual funds of the company; the controller has
charge of the accounting for those funds.

These thoughts on the functions and duties of the public accountant and the commercial accountant, particularly, the controller,
may seem a bit extreme, and in many cases impossible of accomplishment, but generally they are based upon what has been and is
being done, and at the very least may serve as a goal and a standard which accountants of ability may strive to attain.
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ST AN DARD COS TS AS AP PLIE D TO DRESS
MANUFACTURE

R. H. Rositzke, Partner— Stevenson, Jordan & Harrison
New York, N. Y.
RN industrial executives in many manufacturing conM ODE
cerns of the job order or specialty type of operation are still

asi

wondering, and justifiably so, as to the soundness of standard cost
application to their business. Many of these executives have applied certain phases of standard cost application, as, for instance,
the application of normal rates of overhead, standard material
prices and quantity, and, in certain cases, complete job order standard costs. In control of costs, however, the majority assume the
job as the unit of analytical and control importance, thereby losing
one of the main benefits that may be derived. The op ssible benefits
of standard costs cannot be obtained unless th e effectiveness of
The analyzing of
operation is controlled on a departmen 1.
a department's collective actual results against sound standards of
performance for a given period of time is the only basis for properly gauging the effectiveness of the various responsible heads.
Can job actual cost control be eliminated? What shall be the
standard used in the establishment of standard costs? Such questions and many others are asked by the user of actual job order
costs. The time -worn response, that the original estimate should
serve as the standard costs is not received with very much enthusiasm when it is also suggested that the terrific clerical routine of
the actual job order cost system be eliminated and the actual results shown in total against the collective allowed standards taken
from the original estimate. A little further questioning usually reveals the fact that the actual operating conditions, in certain cases,
vary so much from the estimate that detailed control must be maintained. The deficiency in the basis for estimating and the lack of
confidence in the accuracy and completeness thereof is the outstanding argument made for the maintenance of such job order
costs.
The reason for such lack of confidence in estimating standards
is primarily attributable to the lack of the proper estimating basis.
Most estimates are built up on the following premises:
1239
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i. Averages of semi - comparable previous runs are used as a
basis for calculating labor rates.
2. The estimator was not familiar with the operating conditions surrounding the previous run.
3. The standards used in the estimate because of their uncertain origin and the lack of the operators' confidence are
seldom actually met. They do not form a reliable basis for
the establishment of proper incentives for the rank and file
of workers.
4. The estimates are not complete. A certain number of the
operations are radically different, as a whole from anything
previously run.
All of these causes contributing to the lack of confidence in the
hinds of responsible executives simply indicate a weakness in the
basic estimating structure. Such difficulties can be properly eliminated on most any type of operation if sufficient engineering
knowledge and care is exercised in the establishment of a proper
estimating and incentive basis. It simply boils down to the fact that
standard costs are as strong as the foundation; the basis assumed in
establishing standards.
The proper development of such standards will mean that a
great many companies, thinking the job order cost system too cumbersome, will be enabled to employ reliable cost finding and control
methods. Jobbing foundries, wash goods dress manufacturers,
jobbing steel warehouses, job printers and hundreds of other types
of producers have tried and abandoned job order cost systems because of the terrific cost of maintaining them in comparison to the
limited benefits derived therefrom.
Quite recently the writer had occasion to install incentive and
standard cost methods in the factory of a wash goods dress manufacturer. This company, catering to the whims of "Dame Fashion"
completely redesigns its entire line between three and four times a
year. The records indicated that an average of one and one -half
runs was obtained per approved model. The latter conclusively
indicated that the factory was a job order shop in an industry
where the degree of specialty is its index of success in obtaining
volume.
A job order system or even a style actual cost plan would have
made a clerical wreck of this unit. Sixty -five thousand lots are
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processed annually with an average of eight operations to a lot or
better than a one -half million posting requirement per year. The
real solution came through the establishment of accurately flexible
bases for calculating standards for the various styles before the
issuance thereof to the production department.
The work of establishing proper standards was carried out in
several stages, namely:
i. The factory operations as a whole were divided into three
major divisions :
(a ) Preparatory
(b) Machine Operations
(c) Finishing
s. Each one of the latter divisions was broken down into the
component operations.
3. Every operation was analyzed to each tangible element of
motion.
4. Time study readings, in many cases split seconds, were
made, definitely recorded in their elements on special sheets
provided therefor.
5. The time studies for each operation, divided into the
recorded elements, were transferred to an analysis recapitulation sheet for the grading of readings, establishment of
standards and the development of proper formulae for
routine application of standards.
6. Such formulae were given a trial period to prove their accuracy. This trial application was not considered complete
until the runs having the largest differences in time requirements had been placed under standard on the formulae
basis and proved accurate.
7. The clerical work required in the administration of standards was closely gauged through repetitive trial and time
study. In some cases tables were developed and in others
the unit for measuring was changed where such change
would not cause unjustifiable inequalities in the standards.
8. The standards as developed on the basis of the approved
model, after making the usual corrections for requisite
changes before manufacturing, served as a true basis for
the establishment of design or style standard costs.
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Such a routine sounds lengthy and difficult. In the development
thereof, a great deal of careful study, formulation and tabulating
work must be completed. However, it is interesting to note that the
factory discussed, having no previous cost system, required four
clerks before the installation, whereas after its completion only
three were required. The answer lies in the fact that the standards
covered more than ninety -five percent of the payroll, had the confidence of the supervisors and was accepted by the rank and file of
workers as a proper basis for compensation. Such factors enable a
management to considerably reduce its detailed clerical control
records. The earnings of employees, in such cases, supported by
records of quality performance, is the best index of the desirability
of various employees.
The short run problem of the jobbing or specialty shop has made
many an executive discouraged in his attempt to control the entire
payroll through incentives. If the rate setting procedure is not supported by reliable formulaes the inability to time study the job is
a factor that makes the establishment of a rate impossible and in
other cases where it is possible the cost of time studying the small
run makes rate setting unprofitable. Formulae make the establishment of standards on short runs possible and if properly established will not penalize the operator. The writer has witnessed a
condition where ninety -five percent of the number of items, in a
machine parts factory having in the vicinity of sixty thousand
specifications, represented only five percent of the real volume. It
was interesting to note that the latter five percent of the production
was costing the company twenty -five percent of its payroll. The
application of formulated rates made the introduction of equitable
incentives possible with a saving on this phase of the company's
activity of better than fifteen percent of the payroll.
The same problem is inherent in dress making operations. There
are short sample runs at the beginning of every season that involves a heavy cost if performed on a day work basis. At the close
of a season many small fill -in requirements must be processed for
the closing out of the late season shipments. Unless the standards
properly evaluate the varying effect of quantity upon production,
the operators would be unjustifiably penalized during the sample
season with a resultant discouragement and dissatisfaction and in
the peak of production would be paid an unearned bonus compensation. Both of these conditions result in restricted output from
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the factory operators with decidedly higher operating costs to the
company.
The complete explanation for the development of standards and
the establishment and operation of a standard plan of cost accounting for a wash goods dress manufacturer would require a great
deal of space. It is therefore, thought advisable to demonstrate the
development of standards for one operation in each of the three
major divisions: preparatory, machine operations and finishing.
Preparatory
The preparatory division usually consists of marking the patterns on a piece of the cloth that is to be processed, or marking
patterns singly or with several carbon copies on a paper; spreading
the goods to required lengths and the specified number of layers;
cutting the pieces as indicated by the marker; sorting the cut pieces
into lots for the machine operators.
Machine Operations
The machine operations assemble the garments after receipt of
cut and sorted material from the preparatory division. The garments are sewed, bound, hemstitched, seamed, gathered, etc., according to dress specification, awaiting the finishing touches.
Finishing
The finishing operations include hand work, pressing, folding,
end finishing and examining or inspection. The finishing operations can destroy the real saleable value of a garment. It is, therefore, necessary that a very rigid quality and inspection control be
exercised. An incentive plan for compensating inspectors for the
discovery of defects if properly constructed will improve final
product quality without unjustly severe returned work losses to
the operator.
Illustrations of Labor Standard Development
Preparatory Division
The illustration made for the preparatory division is the development of standards for the spreading operations. This was assumed for several reasons, namely:
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Spreading time requirements vary considerably on the basis
of one hundred yards with the length of spread.
2 . The time varies with the number of layers spread.
3. There is a wide difference in the requisite spreading time
in handling various types of material.
The size of every run, the number of style sizes that are to be
cut as well as the material used, materially influence the time standards. In order to properly evaluate such factors, a chart was deI.

FIGURE 1
HAND

S P R E A D IN G T I M E S TA N D A R D S
CL AS S 2 - D I F F I C U L T
A ch ar t ha s be en p re pa re d in o rd er t o si m p l if y th e ca lc ul at io n of i nc en ti ve s ta nd ar ds .
The analysis of th e c u t ti n g ticket w ill reveal the various lengths of spreading and the
dozens of layers spread. Th e extension of the n um ber of d oz en spread fo r each length
of lay w i ll result i n the t ot al yards spread by lengths. Th e c hart allows va r y i n g rates
per 100 yards spread classified on a length of spread basis.
CL AS S 2 - T I M E A L L O W A N C E C H A R T
COMPONENT TI M E ALLOW ANCES
(TE R M S OF M I N U TE S )
Le ng th
of
Layer
( Ya r d s )
26.00
22.00
18.00
16.00
15.00
14.00
13.00
12.00
11.00
10.00
9.00
8.00
7.00
6.00
5.75
5.50
5.25
5.00
4.75
4.50
4.25
4.00
3.75
3.50
3.25
3.00
2.75
2.50
2.25
2.00
1.75
1.50
1.25
1.00
.75
.50
.40
.30
.20
.10

Spreading
15.00
14.50
13.00
12.80
12.60
12.40
12.10
11.70
11.30
10.80
10.20
9.50
9.00
8.50
8.00
8.00
8.30
8.70
9.30
10.10
11.20
12.95
15.00
17.50
20.00
23.00
26.00
29.00
32.50
36.25
40.50
46.00
51.50
55.00
60.00
76.00
100 00
150.00
200.00
240.00

Splicing
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.00
2.00
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.50
1.25
1.25
1.00
.75
.50
.28
.25
.15
.10
.10
.10

Counting
.07
.07
.09
.10
.11
.11
.12
.13
.14
.16
.18
.20
.23
.26
.28
.29
.30
.32
.33
.35
.37
.40
.42
.45
.49
.53
.58
.64
.71
.79
.91
1.05
1.27
1.58
2.10
3.28
3.96
5.28
7.90
15.80

Sbading
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

To ta l
Std.
Mi nu te s
18.27
17.77
16.29
16.10
15.91
15.71
15.37
15.03
14.64
14.16
13.58
12.90
12.43
11.96
11.48
11.49
11.80
11.92
12.53
13.10
14.22
16.00
17.82
20.10
22.64
25.43
28.23
31.04
34.36
38.19
42.46
48.05
53.77
57.58
63.00
80.18
104.86
156.18
208.80
256.70
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ALLOW ED
HOURS PER
100 Y A R D S
Std.
Ti m e
At t' bl e
.304
.296
.271
.268
.265
.261
.255
.250
.244
.236
.226
.215
.207
.199
.191
.191
.196
.198
.208
.218
.237
.266
.297
.335
.377
.423
.470
.517
.572
.636
.707
.800
.896
.959
1.050
1.336
1.747
2.603
3.480
4.275

Bonus
Al l'd
Ti m e
.426
.414
.381
.375
.371
.366
.357
.350
.341
.330
.316
.301
.290
.279
.267
.268
.275
.278
.392
.305
.331
.373
.415
.468
.528
.593
.658
.724
.801
.891
.990
1.121
1.254
1.343
1.470
1.870
2.446
3.644
4.872
5.989

N R EO
QFU Y
I ARDS
E D
P E R 10 H O U R S
Bonus
Yardage Req'd
At t 'b l e Yardage
3290
2350
3380
2420
3690
2630
3730
2670
3770
2700
3830
2730
3920
2800
4000
2860
4100
2935
4240
3030
4425
3160
4650
3315
4825
3450
5060
3580
5250
3740
5250
3740
5100
3640
5050
3600
4800
3425
4575
3280
4225
3020
3760
2680
3370
2410
2980
2175
2650
1895
2370
1685
2130
1500
1935
1370
1750
1250
1570
1120
1415
1010
1250
900
1115
800
1045
745
955
680
750
535
573
410
485
274
288
205
234
167
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veloped that correlated the time required for a given class of material, with the various spread lengths that had been time studied.
The plotting of extremes and the median enabled the ascertainment of proper standards for intermediate specification time requirements. The graph developed on such a basis was then converted into a table so that an ordinary clerk may properly apply
the bonus allowances. (Figure i.)
A reference to Figure i shows that the spreading operation was
broken down into several component elements, namely: spreading;
splicing, consisting of properly matching and fitting in the ends of
piece goods; counting, so that the proper number of layers of each
color is spread; and shading, so that the same colors will match
properly when the dress is assembled. It is interesting to note the
wide difference in time allowance per ioo yards as between material spread in twenty- six -yard lengths and those spreads made in
one -tenth of a yard lengths. The standard attainable time varies
from .426 hours to 5.989 hours per ioo yards spread.
The importance of ascertaining the standards through element
studies can be appreciated through a close inspection of the component element standards. As the necessary time for spreading
increases the time for splicing decreases, the time for counting increases whereas the shading requirements for all practical purposes remains constant on a per ioo-yard basis.
Set -Up Allowance
There are certain time elements required by an operator for
every spread regardless of its specifications. Such work is accounted for by a set -up allowance for every individual spread to
the operator. It is given irrespective of the number of dozen
processed and without regard to other specifications.
Variable or Special Element Allowances
For every series of tables developed there are exceptions requiring differentials. At times material will be received that requires
extra handling. Such time requirements are experienced whenever material is received in bookfold. Plain colored materials required the placement of vari - colored markers so that the count may
not be lost. There are many other such differentials that must be
provided for.
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The accounting and definite formulation of all regular occurrences should be supplemented by the establishment of element
standards for irregular and infrequent operations. Such element
standards can then be applied quite readily in proportion to the
specification requirement of a given job (cutting specification).
Type of Incentive Plan
The incentive plan employed for the preparatory division of this
manufacturer is commonly termed a "Halsey Standard Hour
Group Bonus Plan." Such a plan was thought best for this division because the average cutting requires several days and will in
most cases be completed by several operators.
However, if standards are established on an elemental basis, any
type of plan may be placed in effect. For instance, with proper
basic standards, piece work rates may be computed by multiplying
the net standard time by the desired employees hourly earning rate.
The time is then expressed on a monetary basis and the entire results of an employee's increased effort is paid to him. Bonus application simply means that the element standard time is increased
to allow for a company - employee division of results with the same
ultimate incentive earning to the employee.
There have been a great many abuses in the use of the bonus
type of incentive plan, and this has resulted in the loss of confidence on the part of a good many executives. A great many of
these so- called bonus plans have been established without a proper
evaluation of the various effort requirements. Such methods are
positively inadequate in the establishment of proper standard costs
and inevitably fail to secure the best results.
If properly established the relative differences between time
standards for various products should be a true reflection of average relative effort requirements. If the bases have been established to cover all major operating variations and conditions and incentives developed covering ninety -five percent of the payroll or
better, there is no excuse for the maintenance of actual job order
cost systems. There are very few cases where the scope of rate
setting cannot be enlarged to such a desired range and percentage
of operation coverage.
Machine Operations Division
The detailed analysis of this division indicated that different
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types of material required varying time in the completion of a
given amount of work. Materials were grouped according to the
difficulty of processing and detailed time standards developed for
each material classification.
The operations are comprised of three major elements, namely:
sewing, handling or turning the garments for each new seam, and
the work attached to each lot of changing the thread, clipping incentive coupons and gathering the lot for transport to the next
operation. There are various problems in connection with sewing
such as short sewing runs, circular sewing and gore joining that
require differential standards.
The regular run of sewing can, however, be computed by multiplying the inches of sewing requirement by the standard time
allowed for running time, adding thereto the allowance for breaks
or handling stops and giving a standard allowance per lot for the
time incidental to the clearance of every lot.
These standards are calculated after the approved model is corrected for manufacturing. At that time no samples have been
issued to the trade and there is sufficient time for the re- design of
the item if the cost is excessive when compared to the anticipated
sales price. The confidence developed through sound estimating
lends itself to the initial elimination of non - profitable items.
A sample style specification sheet is shown (Figure 2 ) that illustrates the development of operation standards. The specifications
as shown are developed from a size sixteen model. The dimensions
are increased to the average size of style, namely a thirty- eight,
through the application of standard size relationship factors developed through extensive comparisons between sizes sixteen and
thirty -eight for the component sections of a dress. The number
of seams or breaks are counted while measuring the model and
posted to the form.
The multiplication of the number of seams by the length of each
seam results in the total lineal sewing requirement. The addition
of the total regular sewing inches, and number of seams, serves as
the basis for applying the element time standards.
The element time standards for operating as shown in Figure 3
are applied and the standard lot allowance is added thereto, giving
the total standard time allowed. (The illustration has been calculated on a per hundred dozen basis so as to properly evaluate the
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FIGURE 2

ST Y LE AN AL Y SI S
Measured by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D a t e . . . . . . . . . . . .
Calculated by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D a t e . . . . . . . . . . . .
Approve dby . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D a t e . . . . . . . . . . . .

Style No..........

PRE P ARAT ORY
MATERIAL

No.
Pcs.

No.
Notches

No.
Holes

19

39

3

ASSE M BLI N G AND FI N I S HI N G

OPERATION
SPECIFICATION

Operating

Lth. of Lth. of
Seam Seam
Size
Size
No. Total
16
38 Sea ms Inches

Join Collar . . . . .

1.75

1.75

2

3.50

Edge of Ve st e e..
T ab of V e st e e ...
Tab t o V e st e e ...
Tack Sides . . . . .
Parts . . . . . . . . . .
Join Shoulders ..
Tucks on Sleeves
Cuffs . . . . . . . . . .
Cuffs . . . . . . . . . .
Close Sleeves . . .
Join Facing on
Neck
.....
Join Facing on
Neck . . . . . . . .
Labels . . . . . . . . .
Yoke . . . . . . . . . .
Back . . . . . . . . . . .
Set Pleats . . . . .
Front
Joi n Ski rt Front .
Belt Loops . . . . .
Belt Loops to
Dress
......
Belt to D r e s s. . .

4.00
6.00
12.00
1.00
5.00
5.50
1.50
13.00
10.00
1.00

4.00
6.00
12.00
1.00
5.00
6.00
1.50
13.50
10.50
1.00

1
1
1
2
2
4
2
2
2
2

4.00
6.00
12.00
2.00
10.00
24.00
3.00
27.00
21.00
2.00

50.00

55.00

1

55.00

53.00
3.00
24.00
22.00
5.00
26.00
22.00
1.75

58.00
3.00
28.50
26.00
5.00
31.00
23.00
1.75

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2

58.00
3.00
28.50
26.00
5.00
31.00
23.00
3.50

.25
1.00

.25
1.00

For Piping 91 x 237

1.00
4
1.00
1
35 346.00

Hdlg.
Hrs.

Oiler.
Hrs.

Set
Up

Std.
Hrs.

Rate
Per
C
Doz.

5.50

1.66

3.50

10.66

5.85

96.50

164.00

7.30

267.80
21.50
289.30

159.00

32.50

16.75

17.60

9.35
13.10
8.00
8.30

Piping
Collar . . . . . . . . .
Collar . . . . . . . . .
Tab . . . . . . . . . . . .

10.00
53.00
12.00

10.50
58.00
12.00

2
1
1

21.00
58.00
12.00

4

91.00

11.80

13.10
7.30

Set Sleeves . . . . .
Scan Sides . . . . .
Belt . . . . . . . . . . .
Snaps 6 M ach...
Snaps 2 Ha n d . .
He mm i ng. .. . .. .
Sew on buttons (2)
Pressing . . . . . . .
Folding . . . . . . . .
Inspection . . . . . .

8.78
69.85
18.54
52.81
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decimals.) The conversion of standard time into a piece -work rate
can be readily accomplished by multiplying the desired incentive
earning rate for the occupation by the net standard allowed time
for the operation.
FIGURE 3
OPERATING ELEMENT STANDARDS
A. Group One: Cambric, Broadcloth, Pique
Stand. Min. Stand. Hrs.
Per 1 2 C
Sewing Standards:
Per r2 C
Sew garment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23.20
Io%o allowance for necessary delay..
2.32
1 0 C70
" fatigue . . . . . . . . .
2.55
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

28.07

•475

Stand. Min. Stand. Hrs.
Per r2 C
Per 1 2 C
Handling Standards:
Breaks
Breaks
Place parts of garment under presser
foot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150.00
io% allowance for fatigue . . . . . . . . 15.00
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 165.00

2.75

Stand. Min. Stand. Hrs.
Per 1 2 C
Per 1 2 C
Lost Allowance Standards:
Lots
Lots
Get bundle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75.00
Untie bundle and remove parts..... 68.00
Mark coupon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37.00
Retie bundle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45.00
Change thread . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 172.00

Io%

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 397.0 0
allowance for fatigue . . . . . . . . 39.70
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 436.70
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is

The rate establishment simply
Multiply 346 inches X .475
35 breaks X 2.75
Add
7.3 Lot Allowance

consists of:
=
164.0 Standard Hrs.
=
96.5
=
7.3

Total
Special Piping Sewing 91" X .237

267.8
21.5

Desired Incentive Earning

289.3
"
.55 Per Hr.
$159.00 Per C Dozen
$1.59 Per Dozen

The piping differential as shown for this is one of the tasks that
requires additional time and care by the operators. A series of such
differentials are established for application in the establishment of
incentive rates for all special or irregular requirements.
With such methods employed the company may completely
change its line with every run and the basic method is still sound
in its application. Occasionally new basic factors are introduced in
the manufacturing processes. Such changes are the only type requiring additional time studies.
It has been proven through repetitive rate establishment that all
of the machine operation standards can be established in less than
eight minutes time per style. The time required in establishing the
basic element standards is considerable but the routine maintenance
cost is unbelievably low. The rate of productivity is increased materially and the amount of bickering with the rank and file of workers brought to a minimum because of the fair and definite knowledge of work requirements.
Finishing Division
The calculation of finishing standards is comparatively simple.
Standards for these operations, excluding hand work, are established on the basis of the irreducible minimum type of garment.
All ramifications in style requirements are established as differentials that are applied according to the specification of the garment.
Such standards are also classified in certain operations according
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to the type of material that is used where different materials affect
the time element.
A simple example of finishing standards is shown for the folding
operation. The illustration, Figure 4, shows the time standards
based on the simplest construction. Differential element standards
are shown that are applied in the calculation of standards for styles
more complex than a basic garment.
As an example, a dress with a collar and having long sleeves,
would be allowed a bonus time credit of 15.86 bonus hours. The
rate is determined by adding the requisite allowances indicated,
namely:
Time allowance — Simplest construction.......
it
Form Collar . . . . . . . . . . . . .
it
Fold Sleeves
Bo n u s L o t A l l ow a n c e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10.68 Hrs.
1.82 "
2.63
•73

Total Bonus Time Allowed Per C Lots...
It
It
Ii
11
N
Lot ... . .

15.86
tt
.159
All of the remaining finishing standards are developed in a comparable manner although the differentials required vary considerably as between the different operations.
FIGURE 4
FOLDING TIME STANDARDS- DIFFERENTIALS
Aprons, Dresses and Smocks
Stand. Hrs.
Per C Doz.

Bonus Hrs.
Per C Dos.

Total Time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Construction —Style Differentials:

7.62

10.68

For m col l ar . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .
Fold sleeves (if long) . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1.30
1.88

1.82
2.63

Simplest Construction — Elements:
P l a c e o n t a b l e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.20
Make hem even and fold 2 sides
lengthwise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.94
Fold at waist and smooth . . . . . . . . . . 1.72
Pin at shoulders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.96
.80
Lay asi de ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
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Place belt in position and fasten
(a) Attached . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(b) Detachable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pin front of coat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Insert Detachable buttons (each) ....

3.20
6.6o
5.00
5.40

4.50
9.25
7.00
7.48

An added differential has been established as a rate per lot. It
is an allowance to a folder for getting the garments and marking
the coupon.
Stand. Hrs.
Standard Time Allowance per C Lots..
.50

Bonus Hrs.
.73

Material Standards
The development of proper standards of material consumption
offers several difficult problems especially if it is attempted from
the original approved model. Such models are usually made up
with quite a few trimmings that have been purchased or are made
out of cloth other than that which is used in the main body of the
garment. The amount of layout waste that must be lost in the cutting varies both with the type of garment and the pattern in the
material used. Several methods may be employed that depend for
success upon the care exercised in the handling of the model.
Weighing the model and then deducting the weight of trimmings
to arrive at the body weight of the main cloth is one method. If
this is resorted to, such a net weight must be increased for the
natural waste that will be lost in the marker's layout and also increased for size to the anticipated average size of garment that will
be sold. (The size allowance must be computed because original
models are usually size sixteen.) The total allowed weight is then
extended by the equivalent yards per pound for the determination
of a standard yardage requirement for the average size garment.
A weighing of the original pieces before assembly is the better
method. Such a weighing must be based on material having been
finally trimmed just before model assembly. The adjustment and
final conversion thereof must be completed in a manner comparable to the routine previously described.
There are several methods commonly employed in cloak and
dress making units that are after, rather than before, the fact.
Such a method as taking the past actual experience on somewhat
comparable styles is quite a common "guesstimating" practice.
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Others attempt, through the usage of paper markers, to weigh the
paper outlining the usable pieces and after converting this into
square area, determine the efficiency of layout on an area basis.
The trouble with such obvious methods of common usage is that
they are post mortems. Standards to be of real value must be available on a reliable basis before the product gets into the factory.
If the style is allowed to get into the factory and only one run is
made, the entire result of the operations is contingent upon one
healthy guess that is verified after it is too late.
The establishment of proper material natural waste loss standards as a basis for accurately predetermining material requirements
must be founded on the basis of extended style analysis. It i s
usually true that the price range of a garment is indicative of its
relative styling and material requirements. Usually the higher the
price of a garment the greater the material loss in layout. More
refined analysis will reveal, however, that the type of style employed within price ranges will considerably influence the degree
of natural layout waste.
It is necessary to establish layout waste losses on the basis of
price ranges sub - classified according to the type of styling employed. A flare skirt will cause greater material losses than a
straight skirt. A blouse cannot be laid out as economically as a
straight line shirt effect. All of these factors must be properly
evaluated and layout waste standard loss established accordingly.
The importance of the necessity for such refinement in the establishment of material estimates is obvious when it is considered that
manufacturers are happy if they net an overall profit of three percent on low- priced merchandise and that from forty to fifty percent of their sales dollar is composed of material cost.
Manufacturing Overhead Standards
The development of overhead standards in the average garment
plant does not present a very complex problem. The establishment
of one overhead rate for the entire factory, although not orthodox,
is a sound application if designing expenses are excluded. Designing, which may mean life or death for such a company, should be
prorated to the various lines in proportion to the reported time of
designers. Standard rates by lines of product should be developed
for this type of expense, that can be absorbed on the basis of classified preparatory production.
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Standard Cost Application and Control
The scientific development of bases for the establishment of
labor and material standards and the setting up of a budget for
the gauging of overhead expenditures, forms the needed combination for the installation of a standard cost system that can operate
with the full confidence of every responsible member of the manufacturing department. In order that such responsible heads may be
currently advised as to the effectiveness of operations, the standards of performance must be compared with the actual results. The
development of a concise summarization of manufacturing activity
into a statement similar to the following furnishes the current objectives that must be attained and makes accomplishment self -evident. The items over which the plant management of a garment
plant can exercise no control such as sample expense, gains or
losses in fixed charges due to other than a normal volume, and
gains or losses in fixed charges because of inadequate estimating,
are shown separately.
FIGURE 5
SU M M ARY O F OPE RAT I N G V AR I A T I O N S FROM ST AN D ARD
4 Weeks
5 Weeks
Year
Summary
Ending
Ending
to Date
Total Standard Expenses
90,000.00
110,000.00
200,000.00

.. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .

Total Actual Expenses
Net Gain or Loss
.. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .

...............

102,000.00
"12,000.00

115,000.00
•5,000.00

217,000.00
•17,000.00

58,000.00
57,500.00

71,000.00
69,500.00

129,000.00
127,000.00

500.00

1,500.00

2,000.00

6,200.00
6,400.00

7,300.00
7,600.00

13,500.00
14,000.00

•200.00

"300.00

•500.00

25,800.00
38,100.00

31,700.00
37,900.00

57,500.00
76,000.00

•12,300.00

`6,200.00

•18,500.00

300.00
120.00
•400.00
•900.00
400.00

200.00
80.00
•330.00
•200.00
600.00

500.00
200.00
•730.00
•1,100.00
1,000.00

•6,000.00
'500.00
•50.00

•14,100.00
- 3,620.00
•650.00

DL•TAIL OF VARIATIONS

Material
St andard Value
Actual Value

....................
.. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
Ne t Gai n or Loss
.. . .. . .. . .. . .. .
Trimmings
Standard Value
Actual Value

.. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .
......................
Net Gai n or Loss
...............
and Overhead

Labor
Standard Expenses
Actual Expenses

.................
...................
Ne t Gai n or Loss
...............
Factory Responsibility

Due to:
Direct Labor
..Loss
.....on
...Labor
......EfE'y
....
Overhe ad Gai n..
or
Indirect Controllable Labor
Departmental Supplies and .Se
..rv
..i.ce.......
General Factory Controllable
.. .. .. ..
Administrative and Selling
Volume Gain or Loss
Sample Expense
.. . .. . . .. . . .. . .
Budget Gain or Loss
s..
.. Fixed
.. Charge
........

'8,100.00
- 3,120.00
`600.00

• Denotes Losses.
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Analysis of Statement
An analysis of the statement (Figure 5) at a first glance, would
lead one to believe that the factory made a rather poor showing.
However, a review of the variation analysis discloses that the
losses were suffered because of insufficient plant volume and
sample expenses. The factory, however, in spite of decreased volume, made a good showing through the proper reduction of variable indirect costs and the maintenance of efficient labor conditions
and material usage.
Such a statement gives an executive a concise picture of the entire activity of the factory. Proper analysis of the collective picture is not obscured because of an excessive amount of detail. The
job order type of accounting cannot be boiled down to such concise
statements of activity without the development of costly collating
methods that do not justify their maintenance cost.
The principle involved is that of judging the activity of a unit on
the basis of its collective performance against scientifically prepared standards of labor, material and overhead. The negative reaction, fostered by an executive who hounds subordinates on the
basis of the jobs that go wrong without properly appraising collective performance, is readily sensed in a contact with an organization run along such dogmatic lines. The demoralizing effect and
cost of such tactics has been evidenced in many cases where such
methods have been superseded by a fundamentally accurate and
correctly designed plan of standard costs.
Development of Statement — Supporting Detail
The analysis statement rendered to executives must be supported by sufficient detail. Such details must be traceable to their
origin so that a complete confirmation of variations may be had if
so desired. Standard labor, material and overhead credits must
be developed in a different manner for various types of job order
shops and specialty manufacturers depending upon the type of
operations or processes, the type of incentive plan in effect, etc.
Standard Labor Credits
The labor credits are developed with consideration to the type
of incentive plan in effect and the operating costs included in the
calculation of the final product costs.
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If set -up allowances are included in the direct standard labor
costs, provision should be made for controlling the variation in
costs due to varying size runs. This may be accomplished by extending the completed production, classified into estimated size run
groups, and comparing this total with the standard allowed for the
actual run. Such a procedure is mighty cumbersome in most cases.
Another method that has been developed satisfactorily for several job printing houses is the development of product cost groups
of comparable items on a varying quantity basis. Products are
costed on a group basis and the effect of various quantities is directly reflected in the profit analysis by lines of product.
The most economical method, not necessarily the best one, has
been to treat set -up costs as direct labor, only in the establishment
of estimates. The routine cost procedure incorporates set -up costs
as overhead, thereby eliminating the need for controlling the quantity effect upon cost and inventory variations. In such cases, it is
necessary to establish two sets of overhead rates, one for estimating that excludes set -up cost from overhead rates, and the
other for routine costing and control purposes.
Each and every type of manufacture and company must be
treated on its own merits, and the methods developed to properly
fit conditions. The one point stressed, however, is that the problem of varying quantity runs in job and specialty shops is one that
can be satisfactorily handled under a standard cost plan.
In the case of the dress manufacturer it is found that a quantity
run and labor efficiency variation could be calculated economically
on the completion of the necessary preparatory operations. The
style standard costs were developed on the basis of a predetermined
number of dozen to a cutting and a definite variety of sizes. The
bonus standard calculated on this basis is compared to the total
bonus time allowed on the payroll to determine the difference in
cost due to the size of run. The payroll bonus hours allowed reduced on a monetary basis to the equivalent that should be earned
by efficient operators if compared with the actual payroll, gives a
true index to the efficiency of labor.
In the case of all operations paid on piece work it is only necessary to record day work allowances and amounts paid for operations not included in the calculation of standard costs. All day
work allowances are reflected as labor inefficiencies. Special oper-
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ation expenses are treated in several ways depending upon their
nature. Normal salvage or product repair standards are established
where required and amounts actually paid compared with standard amounts allowed. It is a comparatively simple matter, with an
all- inclusive plan of direct wage incentives, to account only for
exceptional occurrences.
Standard Material Credits
The development of standard material credits will also vary considerably with the industry. In certain types of manufacture, it is
ill- advised to attempt a standardization of price. In certain cases
it is unprofitable to maintain a control of consumption variance.
One factor, however, that must always be given consideration is
the substitution of one material for another. Rigid control of
waste only, instead of positive follow -up of materials consumed,
has been found a more economical and satisfactory method for
controlling material consumption in certain cases.
Returning to our dress manufacturer, it was found that an extension of the completed cuttings from the preparatory division by
the standard material cost and a comparison of this total with the
actual value of consumption as recorded on the stock records, afforded a good overall control. Whenever a discrepancy appears it
is easily possible, in this type of manufacture, to trace such losses
to the material and the man having made the layout, through the
usage of a combined cutting specification, order and material requisition form.
Standard Overhead Credits
The overhead charges are made in this case, on the basis of the
standard labor dollar. The expenses were classified as between
fixed and variable and again sub - divided as between departmental
expenses and those that fell under the jurisdiction of the superintendent only. The detail of standard allowances and actual expenses is developed on a work sheet that supports the periodical
executive statement. Such actual expense distributions are in turn
supported by the payroll analysis voucher or invoice register distribution, supplies requisitions and miscellaneous transfer entries.
The analysis of such variations can be completed by a girl of
ordinary intelligence in a few hours at the close of every period. A
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proper analysis of such differences, based on fundamentally sound
standards, is the key to the confidence of responsible executives.
Summary
The problems of varying runs, frequent substitutions, multitudinous specifications, rapid turnover of specifications, a preponderance of hand operations, etc., are all inherent in the establishment
of standard costs for a dress manufacturer. The solution must be
simple if the plan is to succeed and in the example cited it was
found that the installation of the complete plan resulted in a reduction of twenty -five percent in this company's clerical costs. This
was possible on account of the complete coverage of all operations
by formulated incentive standards that eliminated the need for the
burdensome detailed follow -up of day work jobs.
The operators are more satisfied and the management has appreciated the benefits of reduction in costs. The definite assurance of
continued performance is had through the comparison of operations as they were actually conducted with the standards of realizable attainment.
The need for intensified application of engineering mindedness
is becoming appreciated more and more. The closer gauging of
clerical maintenance cost in relationship to the effectiveness of control, challenges the ingenuity of the cost executive of tomorrow.
The increasing stress placed upon the maintenance of proper psychological reaction from the rank and file of a company's employees will result in a demand for more accurate and scientific
methods of evaluating expended effort. The marked tendency towards the establishment of entities comprised of numerous units,
will increase the natural demand for uniform, more concise and
reliable comparisons of activities. The combination of the engineer
and accountant will be essential in the strong cost executive of
tomorrow.
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